
Probe Live: If God is Good,
Why Does He Let Me Hurt?

The problem of why God allows pain and evil
has been the biggest obstacle to faith for

thousands of years. Sue Bohlin, living with a
lifelong disability, provides both

philosophical and practical answers to this
question.

PROBE FB LIVE Sue Bohlin 2022.mp4 from AGAPE
MEDIA on Vimeo.

“How  Do  You  Witness  to  an
‘Ex-Christian’?”
How do you witness to an “ex-Christian” — someone who claims
that they tried Jesus Christ and “He didn’t work”?

I would suggest asking gently probing questions in hopes of
getting  the  person’s  story.  Usually  this  means  they  had
unrealistic expectations to begin with. It also often means
they  were  expecting  a  linear  kind  of  “A  causes  B”
relationship, similar to “I drink Red Bull, and I get a buzz
of energy” or “I take an antibiotic and I get better.” In our
culture, it’s easy to see Christianity as a sort of cosmic
vending  machine  where  we  put  in  our  “coins”  of  going  to
church, reading the Bible, asking God for what we want through
prayer, giving money. . . and expecting Him to give us what we
want in return.

But  biblical  Christianity  doesn’t  work  that  way,  because
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biblical  Christianity  is  a  personal  relationship  with  the
living God who is totally other-than, totally different from
us; a God who is a gentle shepherd and a consuming fire all at
the  same  time.  It  requires  us  to  surrender;  it  requires
trustful obedience of One we cannot see, touch, or hear.

No wonder our puny human expectations don’t “work” with this
kind of God!

Many times, people who have chunked their faith, or who “tried
Jesus and He didn’t work,” have run up against the problem of
pain and evil. This is the big issue that is the single
biggest stumbling block for most people who have problems with
belief in Christ. God allowed something to happen that caused
them pain, and they are upset with Him for that. They blame
God  for  not  protecting  them  from  pain  and  sorrow.  And
their hurt and disappointment with God deserves to be heard
and affirmed. It matters to God, so it MATTERS! And we can be
God’s channel for communicating that assurance.

So I suggest you ask questions such as, “I’d love to hear your
story of how you came to that conclusion.” And, “What were you
expecting in ‘trying Jesus’?”

Really, you’re asking for help in understanding the underlying
heart issue, and then be sure to express a sincere concern for
whatever they tell you.

Hope this helps!

Sue Bohlin
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Where Was God on Sept. 11?
The Problem of Evil
Dr. Ray Bohlin explores the problem of evil in light of the
terrorist attacks on the U.S. on Sept. 11, 2001.

Why  Didn’t  God  Prevent  the  Terrible
Attacks?
The  events  of  September  11th  are  indelibly  etched  in  our
hearts and minds. The horrible memories of personal tragedy
and  suffering  will  never  really  go  away.  As  well  they
shouldn’t. As Christians we were all gratified to see so many
of our national, state, and local leaders openly participate
in prayer services and calling upon people of faith to pray
for victims’ families and injured survivors.

What was lost underneath the appearance of a religious revival
was the clear cry of many that wondered if our prayers were
justified. After all, if we pray to God in the aftermath and
expect God to answer, where was He as countless individuals
cried out to Him from the planes, the World Trade Center and
the Pentagon? The skeptical voices were drowned out because of
the fervent religious outcry seeking comfort and relief. But
make no mistake; the question was there all the time. Where
was God on September 11th? Surely He could have diverted those
planes from their appointed destinations. Why couldn’t the
hijackers have been intercepted at the airports or their plots
discovered long before their designed execution?

Why so many innocent people? Why should so many suffer so
much? It all seems so senseless. How could a loving God allow
it?

It is important to realize also that the suffering of those
initial weeks is only the tip of the iceberg. There will be
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military deaths and casualties. The war on terrorism will be a
long one with mounting personal and economic costs. The clean
up  will  also  continue  to  take  its  ever-mounting  toll  in
dollars, lives, and emotional breakdowns.

Former pastor Gordon MacDonald spent time with the Salvation
Army in caring for people and removing debris and bodies from
the  rubble  of  the  World  Trade  Center.  He  relates  this
encounter from his journal of September 21 in Christianity
Today:{1}

“Later in the night, I wandered over to the first-line
medical tent, which is staffed by military personnel who are
schooled in battlefield casualties. The head of the team, a
physician, and I got into a conversation.

“He was scared for the men in the pit, he said, because he
knew what was coming ‘downstream.’ He predicted an unusual
spike in the suicide rate and a serious outbreak of manic
depression. . . . Many of the men will be unable to live
with  these  losses  at  the  WTC.  It’s  going  to  take  an
unspeakable toll on them.”

So why would God allow so much suffering? This is an ancient
question. The problem of reconciling an all-powerful, all-
loving God with evil is the number one reason that people
reject God. I will try to clarify the question, provide some
understanding,  and  make  some  comparisons  of  other
explanations.

Psalm 73 and Asaph’s Answer
The Bible answers the question of where God was on September
11 in many passages, but I would like to begin with the answer
from Asaph in Psalm 73. My discussion will flow from the
excellent discussion of the problem of evil found in Dr Robert
Pyne’s 1999 book, Humanity and Sin: The Creation, Fall and
Redemption of Humanity.{2}



In Psalm 73, Asaph begins by declaring that God is good.
Without that assumption, nothing more need be said. He goes on
in verses 2-12 to lament the excess and success of the wicked.
In verses six and seven he says, “Therefore pride is their
necklace; they clothe themselves with violence. From their
callous hearts comes iniquity; the evil conceits of their
minds know no limits.” (Psalm 73:6-7). From this point Asaph
lets his feelings be known by crying out that this isn’t fair
when he says in verse 13, “Surely in vain have I kept my heart
pure; in vain have I washed my hands in innocence.”

The wicked seem to snub their noses at God with no apparent
judgment,  while  Asaph  strives  to  follow  the  Lord  to  no
benefit. We have all experienced this in one form or another.
Some things in this world simply aren’t fair. In the last ten
verses of the psalm, Asaph recognizes that the wicked will
indeed realize their punishment in the future. God’s judgment
will come. He also realizes that God is always with him and
that is sufficient.

18th  century  philosopher  David  Hume  stated  the  classical
problem of evil by saying that if God were indeed all powerful
He would do something about evil, and that if He were all-
loving He would want to do something about evil. Since evil
exists, God must either not be able or not want to do anything
about it. This makes God either malevolent or impotent or
both. But Hume chooses to leave out the option, as Asaph
resolves, that God is patient. Hume, like many before him and
after him, grows weary with a God who is patient towards evil.

We  long  for  immediate  justice.  But  before  we  pray  too
earnestly for immediate justice, we’d better reflect on what
that would be like. What would instant justice look like?
Immediate justice would have to be applied across the board.
That  means  that  every  sin  would  be  proportionately  and
immediately punished. We soon realize that immediate justice
is fine if applied to everybody else. Dr. Pyne quotes D. A.
Carson as saying, “The world would become a searing pain; the



world  would  become  hell.  Do  you  really  want  nothing  but
totally effective, instantaneous justice? Then go to hell.”{3}
I think we’re all quite comfortable with a God that does not
apply immediate justice.

Evil and the Sovereignty of God
Next, I want to focus on God’s sovereignty. We understand that
God knew what He was doing in creating people with the ability
to choose to love Him or hate Him. In order for our love for
Him to be real, our choice needed to be real and that means
creating creatures that could turn from Him as well as love
Him. In order to have creatures with moral freedom, God risked
evil choices.

Some would go so far as to say that God couldn’t intervene in
our evil choices. But in Psalm 155:3, Psalm 135:6, and in
Nebuchadnezzar’s words of praise in Daniel 4:34-37 we’re told
it is God who does whatever He pleases. However, God does
perform acts of deliverance and sometimes He chooses not to.
We are still left with the question “Why?” In the book of Job,
Job basically proclaims his innocence and essentially asks
why? God doesn’t really give Job an answer, but simply reminds
him who is in charge. (Job 38:2-4) “Who is this that darkens
counsel by words without knowledge?” the Lord asks Job.

The parameters are clearly set. God in His power is always
capable of intervening in human affairs, but sometimes He
doesn’t and we aren’t always given a reason why. There is
tension  here  that  we  must  learn  to  accept,  because  the
alternative  is  to  blaspheme  by  assigning  to  God  evil  or
malevolent actions. As Asaph declared, God is good!

This brings us to the hidden purposes of God. For although we
can’t always see God’s purpose, we believe He has one in
everything  that  occurs,  even  seemingly  senseless  acts  of
cruelty and evil. Here is where Jesus’ sufferings serve as a
model. The writer of Hebrews tells us that Jesus endured the



cross for the joy set before Him. (Hebrews 12:1-3) So then, we
should bear our cross for the eternal joy set before us.
(Hebrews  12:11,  2  Corinthians  4:16-18)  But  knowing  this
doesn’t always make us feel better.

When Jesus was dying on the cross all His disciples but John
deserted  Him.  From  their  perspective,  all  that  they  had
learned and prepared for over the last three years was over,
finished. How could Jesus let them crucify Him? It didn’t make
any sense at all. Yet as we well know now, the most important
work  in  history  was  being  accomplished  and  the  disciples
thought God was absent. How shortsighted our perspective can
be.

The Danger of a Nice Explanation
But with this truth comes the danger of a nice explanation.
Even though we know and trust that there is a purpose to God’s
discipline and His patience towards ultimate judgment, that
doesn’t mean we should somehow regard evil as an expression of
God’s goodness. In addition, we can be tempted to think that
if God has a purpose to evil and suffering, then my own sin
can be assigned not to me but to someone else, namely God
Himself because He had a purpose in it.

Dr. Robert Pyne puts it this way.

We may not be able to fully resolve the problem of evil, and
we may not be able to explain the origin of sin, but we can
see the boundaries that must be maintained when addressing
these issues. We share in Adam’s guilt, but we cannot blame
Him for our sin. God is sovereign, and He exercises His
providential control over all things, but we cannot blame
Him  either.  God  permits  injustice  to  continue,  but  He
neither causes it nor delights in it.{4}

Another danger lies in becoming too comfortable with evil.
When we trust in God’s ultimate purpose and patience with evil



we shouldn’t think that we have somehow solved the problem and
therefore grow comfortable in its presence. We should never be
at peace with sin, suffering, and evil.

The prophet Habakkuk sparred with God in the first few verses
of chapter 1 of the book bearing his name by recounting all
the evil in Israel. The Lord responds in verses 6-11 that
indeed the Babylonians are coming and sin will be judged.
Habakkuk further complains about God’s choice of the godless
Babylonians,  to  which  God  reminds  him  that  they  too  will
receive judgment. Yet the coming judgment still left Habakkuk
with fear and dread. “I heard and my inward parts trembled: at
the sound my lips quivered. Decay enters my bones, and in my
place I tremble. . . . Yet, I will exult in the Lord.”
(Habakkuk 3:16-19.) Habakkuk believes that God knows what He
is doing. That does not bring a smile to his face. But he can
face the day.

“We are not supposed to live at peace with evil and sin, but
we are supposed to live at peace with God. We continue to
trust in His goodness, His sovereignty, His mercy, and we
continue to confess our own responsibility for sin.”{5}

He Was There!
Though we have come to a better understanding of the problem
of evil, we are still left with our original question. Where
was God on September 11th?

While the Christian answer may not seem a perfect answer, it
is  the  only  one  which  offers  truth,  hope,  and  comfort.
Naturalism  or  deism  offers  no  real  answers.  Things  just
happen. There is no good and no evil. Make the best of it!
Pantheism  says  the  physical  world  is  irrelevant  or  an
illusion. It doesn’t really matter. Good and evil are the
same.

To answer the question we need to understand that God does, in



fact, notice when every sparrow falls and grieve over every
evil and every suffering. Jesus is with us in all of our
suffering, feeling all of our pain. That’s what compassion
means, to suffer with another. So the suffering that Christ
endured on the cross is literally unimaginable.

“The answer is, how could you not love this being who went
the extra mile, who practiced more than He preached, who
entered into our world, who suffered our pains, who offers
Himself to us in the midst of our sorrows?”{6}

We must remember that Jesus’ entire time on earth was a time
of  sacrifice  and  suffering,  not  just  His  trial  and
crucifixion. Jesus was tempted in the manner of all men and He
bore upon Himself all our sin and suffering. So the answer is
quite simple. He was there!

He was on the 110th floor as one called home. He was at the
other end of the line as his wife realized her husband was not
coming home. He was on the planes, at the Pentagon, in the
stairwells answering those who called out to Him and calling
to those who didn’t.

He saw every face, knew every name, even though some did not
know Him. Some met Him for the first time, some ignored Him
for the last time. He is there now.

Let me share with you one more story from Gordon MacDonald’s
experience with the Salvation Army during the initial clean up
at the World Trade Center.

“There is a man whose job it is to record the trucks as they
leave the pit with their load of rubble. He is from Jamaica,
and he has one of the most radiant smiles I’ve ever seen. He
brings  a  kind  of  spiritual  sunshine  to  the  entire
intersection. “I watch him—with his red, white, and blue
hard hat–talking to each truck driver as they wait their
turn to go in and get a load. He brightens men up. In the
midst of those smells, the dust, the clashing sounds, he



brings a civilizing influence to the moment.

“Occasionally I go out to where he stands and bring him some
water. At other times, he comes over and chats with us. We
always laugh when we engage. “I said to him last night,
‘You’re a follower of the Lord, aren’t you?’ He gave me an
enthusiastic ‘Yes! Jesus is with me all the time!’ “Somehow
this guy represents to me the quintessential picture of the
ideal follower of Christ: out in the middle of the chaos,
doing his job, pressing a bit of joy into a wild situation.”
{7}
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